For just $9.99 per device, per month, you can:

Wirelessly connect to remote machines and devices to extend your company’s ability to track business processes or monitor critical assets, quickly and cost-effectively.

Machine-to-machine connectivity is changing the way companies go about their business – whether it’s a critical oil drilling operation where you need to take pressure readings or a vending machine hundreds of miles away that needs to be restocked, connectivity is the key.

M2M brings this high-tech solution to smaller firms in a simple and cost-effective way. Any unmanned device can be given a private IP address and securely joined to your company network. It can change the way you interact with your customers or extend the reach of your business.

 maintained constant and secure contact with field based assets

Pull data automatically from unmanned devices and machines

Connect remote processes to physical or cloud servers

Simple
Securely connect to any device at any location.

Affordable
A simple cost per month model, no long term contracts or minimum site numbers, with full support included

Fast
Deployment is quick and easy. A full M2M network created in minutes and infinitely scalable

AccessMyLAN can help you to prototype, build and deploy M2M devices quickly & cost efficiently.

- No setup costs
- No hardware / software investment required
- Support services are free
- No contract
- No limits - Start with one device, and scale up to thousands.

To find out more visit www.att.com/accessmylan